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Removals of Climate Change Mentions and Links from the
National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences Website
The National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) has altered climate
change language, updated climate change references, and reduced access to a Web
resource with information on climate change and human health across several
webpages. On the Global Environmental Health pages, the term “climate change” has
been changed to “climate” on side menus and page titles. Links to an educational
fact sheet about climate change were removed, reducing access to the resource.
Description
NIEHS has altered wording on its Global Environmental Health (GEH) pages, removing the
phrase “climate change” and replacing it with “climate“ from side menus and page titles.
NIEHS is one of 27 divisions of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and is dedicated to
the study of the environment and its effects on human health.1 NIEHS also removed links to
an educational 4-page fact sheet titled, “Climate Change and Human Health“, from two
separate pages: a library of brochures and fact sheets, and a page dedicated to explaining
the environmental impacts of climate change. While the “Climate Change and Human
Health“ fact sheet is still hosted on the NIEHS website, access to it has been significantly
reduced.  On pages where the term “climate change” was removed from the title, no other
language changes were made and the term “climate change” continues to be used in the
body text of the page.
The most notable changes to the climate-related NIEHS webpages are summarized here:
1. Removed mentions of “climate change”
a. The term “climate change” was changed to “climate” on the following page
and side menu titles: “Climate Change and Human Health,” “Climate Change
and Children’s Health,” and “Health Impacts of Climate Change (Change
1.1a-d)
b. Removed subtitle “Health Impacts of Climate Change” from the page about
climate change and cancer (Change 2.1a)
2. Removed links to fact sheet on “Climate Change and Human Health,”
significantly reducing access, and updated climate change reference section
a. Removed description of and links to a “Climate Change and Human Health”
fact sheet in July 2017 (Change 3.1a, 4.3a)
b. In an earlier round of changes in May 2017, the NIEHS reformatted,
reorganized, and added descriptive text to section with climate change Web
references. Most link URLs in the section remained the same, but four were
removed, two were added, and one was changed (Change 4.1a, 4.2a)
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Detailed Description of Changes
Page 1: Climate and Human Health
● URL: https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/programs/geh/climatechange/
● Previous title: Climate Change and Human Health
● Side-by-side View: 7/6/2017 - 7/22/2017
● Changes occurred between July 19, 1:53 pm ET and July 20, 2017 1:18 PM ET
Screenshot 1.1
(1.1a) Changed page header from “Climate Change and Human Health” to “Climate and
Human Health”
(1.1b) Changed side menu title from “Climate Change and Human Health” to “Climate and
Human Health”
(1.1c) Changed side menu title from “Climate Change and Children’s Health” to “Climate and
Children’s Health”
- This side menu change is the same as the page title change on the corresponding
page (previous version from June 2, 2017 and current version from August 10, 2017)
(1.1d) Changed side menu title from “Health Impacts of Climate Change” to “Health Impacts
of Climate”
- This side menu change is the same as the page title change on the corresponding
page (previous version from May 19, 2017 and current version from August 10,
2017)
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Internet Archive:  previous version from June 2, 2016 and current version from August 8,
2017
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Page 2: Cancer
● URL:
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/research/programs/geh/climatechange/health_impacts/cancer/
index.cfm
● Side-by-side View: 6/16/2017 - 7/20/2017
● Changes occurred between July 19, 4:28 PM ET and July 20, 2017 3:52 PM ET
Screenshot 2.1
(2.1a) Removed subtitle “Health Impacts of Climate Change”
(2.1b) Side menu changes are the same as in Screenshot 1.1

Internet Archive: previous version from July 5, 2017 and current version from August 9,
2017
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Page 3: Brochures & Fact Sheets
● URL: https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/index.cfm
● Side-by-side View: 6/30/2017 - 7/6/2017
● Changes occurred between July 5, 1:48 AM ET and July 6, 2017 1:16 AM ET
Screenshot 3.1
(3.1a) Removed section “Climate Change and Human Health”
- Section included link to PDF titled “Climate Change and Human Health” at URL
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/climate_change_and_human_health_50
8.pdf
- Page live on August 11, 2017
- Section included screenshot of the fact sheet cover page
- Section included text: “Climate change is a significant threat to the health of the
American people. It is the result of the buildup of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere, primarily from the burning of fossil fuels, such as oil and gasoline, for
energy and other human activities. These gases, such as carbon dioxide and
methane, warm and alter the global climate.”
- Since April 2017, several other changes have been made to this library including
removal of links and descriptions of other fact sheets.  This report focuses
specifically on the PDF titled “Climate Change and Human Health.”
Last Updated: 04/2016
Related Health Topic(s): Climate Change

Internet Archive: previous version from July 4, 2017 and current version from August 13,
2017
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Page 4: Climate Change
● URL: https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/topics/agents/climate-change/index.cfm
Screenshot 4.1
● Side-by-side View: 3/8/2017 - 5/8/2017
● Changes occurred between May 8, 2017 4:20 AM ET and May 9, 2017 3:48 AM ET
(4.1a) Added reference link to “Climate change is affecting the health of Americans”
- Reference link on “Americans1” opens small window: “USGCRP (2016). The Impacts
of Climate Change on Human Health in the United States: A Scientific Assessment.
Crimmins, A., J. Balbus, J.L. Gamble, C.B. Beard, J.E. Bell, D. Dodgen, R.J. Eisen, N.
Fann, M. Hawkins, S.C. Herring, L. Jantarasami, D.M. Mills, S. Saha, M.C. Sarofim, J.
Trtanj, and L. Ziska, Eds. U.S. Global Change Research Program, Washington, DC.
[Available]”
- Link URL is https://health2016.globalchange.gov/.
(4.1b) Added reference link to “order to protect people's health.”
- Reference link on "health2” opens small window: “Melillo, Jerry M., Terese (T.C.)
Richmond, and Gary W. Yohe, Eds., 2014: Climate Change Impacts in the United
States: The Third National Climate Assessment. U.S. Global Change Research
Program, 841 pp. doi:10.7930/J0Z31WJ2. [Available]”
- Link URL is https://data.globalchange.gov/report/nca3
(4.1c) Added reference link to “some of which are already occurring.”
- Reference link on "occurring3” opens small window: “Portier CJ, Thigpen Tart K,
Carter SR, Dilworth CH, Grambsch AE, Gohlke J, Hess J, Howard SN, Luber G, Lutz JT,
Maslak T, Prudent N, Radtke M, Rosenthal JP, Rowles T, Sandifer PA, Scheraga J,
Schramm PJ, Strickman D, Trtanj JM, Whung P-Y. 2010. A Human Health Perspective
On Climate Change: A Report Outlining the Research Needs on the Human Health
Effects of Climate Change. Research Triangle Park, NC:Environmental Health
Perspectives/National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences.
doi:10.1289/ehp.1002272. [Available]”
- Link URL is
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/a_human_health_perspective_on
_climate_change_full_report_508.pdf
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Screenshot 4.2  (Continuation of Screenshot 4.1)
(4.2a) Reformatted, reorganized, and added descriptive text to reference section. Most link
URLs remained the same, but four were removed, and one was changed. This report does
not detail the links with unchanged link URLs and does not detail the addition of the
descriptive text. See Internet Archive versions, linked below, to see how the reference
section on this page was changed.
1. The reference section was previously under the following subsections:
a. What NIEHS is Doing on Climate Change
b. General Information
c. Research Links
d. Related Links
2. The reference section is now under the following subsections:
a. Further Reading
i.
Stories from the Environmental Factor (NIEHS Newsletter)
ii.
Printable Fact Sheets
iii.
Additional Resources
b. For Educators
3. Removed the following links:
- Removed link with link text “Adapting to the Impacts of Climate Change” linked to
URL http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12783/adapting-to-the-impacts-of-climate-change
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-

Removed link text “Ready Program” linked to URL h
 ttp://www.ready.gov/
Removed link with link text “Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States”
linked to URL
http://downloads.globalchange.gov/usimpacts/pdfs/climate-impacts-report.pdf
- Removed link with link text “Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability” linked to URL
https://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/publications_ipcc_fourth_assessment_re
port_wg2_report_impacts_adaptation_and_vulnerability.htm
4. Changed the following link:
- Changed link URL from
https://www.epa.gov/climatechange/what-you-can-do-about-climate-change to
https://www.epa.gov/climate-research linked to text “Climate Change: What You Can
Do.”
- As a result of the overhaul of some of EPA’s climate change websites, the
previous URL leads to a notice page stating “This page is being updated.”

Note: the screenshots above are not rendering a youtube video under the “U.S. Surgeon General
Addresses UN Conference on Climate Change (COP-21)” section. See the Internet Archive section
below or the live version of the page for a better representation of the page.
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Screenshot 4.3
● Side-by-side View: 6/30/2017 - 7/6/2017
● Changes occurred between July 5, 2017 11:50 PM ET and July 6, 2017 11:17 PM ET
(4.3a) Removed section “Printable Fact Sheets.” The section included link text “Climate
Change and Human Health” with link URL
https://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/materials/climate_change_and_human_health_508.pdf
(associated page live on August 9, 2017)
- This link URL is the same as the removed link on Page 3, Change 3.1

Internet Archive:  previous versions from April 29, 2017 and July 4, 2017 and current
version from August 12, 2017

